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\((k, r)\) [1712]. \((p, q)\) [2703]. \(+\) [624]. 3
[2239, 338, 1997]. \(\approx\) [1838]. 2 [1588]. \(\text{link}\)
[3076]. \(\pm\) [2467]. 1 [2675]. \(c\) [1221]. \(\epsilon\)
[184, 2680]. \(\gamma\) [1088]. \(K\)
[2700, 1453, 1493, 2580, 624, 29, 1913, 901,
373, 1692, 1996, 1266, 2993, 1006, 2440, 1035,
2012, 1490, 21, 198, 1222, 424, 1340, 959,
1443, 609, 1081, 1284, 1937, 86, 1691, 968,
3008, 2315, 27, 1231, 1800, 2188, 2343, 1836,
657, 1879, 3113, 785, 1819, 1899, 2270, 854,
666, 586, 520, 815, 1387, 2163, 811, 1791,
2278, 1248, 372, 564, 1501, 87, 417, 1213, 1272,
3071, 49, 1036, 2531, 1070, 1503, 2170, 249].
k* [2346]. k/2 [2009]. \(l\) [591]. \(L_1\) [1647]. \(n\)
[2141, 1002]. \(\pm\) [2786]. \(r\) [571, 2729]. \(\rho\) [432].
s [2705, 2003, 2195]. \(t\) [2705, 2003, 2195]. \(w\)
[3120].

* [2218].

-approximate [1221, 184]. -automorphism
-clique [2343, 2278]. -cliques [571]. -Core
[3071, 2188, 815, 1712, 1453]. -cores [2531].
-DB [1088]. -Event [3120]. -gram [2141].
-grams [1002]. -graph [1647]. -hash [3076].
-hop [2009]. -Means [3113, 624, 1691].
-nearest [1493, 1692]. -Nearest-Neighbor
[87]. -partite [2346]. -path [1081]. -plex
[2993]. -ranks [1070]. -regret [1035, 1443].
-tree [2350, 596, 2784]. -trees [2729, 1288].
-uncertainty [432].
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2.0 \[126, 2079, 2113, 1158\]. 2014 \[1187\]. 2R \[2305\]. 2X \[1506\].

3 \[2534, 2973\]. 3X \[54, 362\].

6 \[1128\].

7 \[1199, 1275\].

864 \[1199\].

99.99-th \[2654\].


accleration \[2899, 2167, 869, 2692\].

accelerator \[2558, 1771, 290, 1083\].

accelerators \[2391\]. Access\[68, 440, 625, 1280, 2882, 2351, 1777, 923, 1403, 272, 1473, 2630, 2378, 2335, 2880, 376, 1516, 2475, 256, 839\].

accesses \[2475\].

accessible \[2104\]. ACCORDA \[2054\].

accordance \[1763\]. Accordion \[1095\].

Accuracy \[36, 3028, 1902, 2606, 2062, 2986, 431, 2319, 268, 2512, 2397, 819\].

Accuracy-Aware \[3028, 819\].

accuracy-guaranteed \[2319\]. Accurate \[2811, 3126, 3039, 2598, 203, 206, 2104, 1706, 658, 615, 2803, 2525, 550, 2550, 2406, 1637, 2379, 2208, 2489\].

Achieving \[2484, 452, 320\]. acquaintance \[546\]. acquisition \[2806, 1651, 1967, 2516, 2602\]. acquisition\[7\]. acronym \[2887\]. across \[9, 950, 340, 1762, 832, 931, 2256\].

ACTA \[3064\]. action \[2097, 750, 2505, 74.7, 2486, 749, 1095, 2051, 2959, 2115, 2594, 2083, 905, 2095, 2966\].

actionable \[2979\]. Active \[1808, 481, 567, 2940, 1946, 2695, 1232, 309, 62\].

ActiveClean \[1531\]. Actively \[796\].

ActivePDB \[2940\]. activity \[1023\]. actor \[2215\]. AcX \[2887\]. acyclic \[2584\].

Ad \[134, 78, 1291, 459, 2101, 2193, 325, 109, 1609, 511\]. Ad-hoc \[134, 78, 459, 2101, 2193, 109\]. AD-WIRE \[1609\]. AdaChain \[3136\]. adaptation \[272, 2928, 2947\].

AdaptDB \[1677\].
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Adaptively \[227, 3124\]. add \[1609\]. add-on \[1609\].

ADDDICT \[1209\]. Adding \[633, 170\].

ADESIT \[2587\]. adiabatic \[1506\].

adjacency \[2235\]. adjustment \[2262\]. administration \[878, 1429\].

ADnEV \[2262\]. adolescence \[850\]. Adopting \[2297\].

adoption \[1775\]. Adore \[3049\].

Advanced \[1135, 389, 2107, 658, 1209, 1089\].

advantages \[1073\]. Adversarial \[3017, 2302, 2169, 1915\].

advertisements \[1313, 590\].

advertising \[1291, 1732, 874, 2072, 2719\].

advisor \[280, 543, 1517, 722, 2588, 789\].

Aerospike \[1568\]. Aether \[401\].

affine \[698\]. afraid \[1936\]. after \[1718\].
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agents \[2927\].
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asymptotic [1739]. Async [3061].
Async-Fork [3061]. Asynchronous
[1473, 1353, 1303, 2257, 1711, 866, 1090].
ATHENA [1553, 2358]. ATLANTIC
[2606]. Atomic
[2256, 2647, 3013, 1985, 2462]. attack
[2075, 99]. attacks [433]. attention [1742].
Attraction [1015]. attractive [586].
Attribute
[3029, 1707, 3030, 2823, 2043, 2228, 611, 230].
attribute-aware [2043]. Attribute-driven
[1707]. attribute-structure [611].
attributed
[1555, 2788, 2857, 2027, 611, 2372].
attributes [221, 605, 2885, 85]. attributing
[437]. Auctus [2615]. audit [2680, 267].
AuditGuard [137]. auditing [572, 805, 137]. Auditor [505].
augmentation
[2615, 2490, 2431, 2260, 194, 2661, 2466, 2486].
augmented [2001, 1784]. augmenting
[2929, 2736]. authenticated [649, 1285].
Authenticating [1006, 14]. authentication
[823]. authorization [1854]. Auto [2331],
3058, 1204, 2574, 1715, 1405, 2791, 1058.
Auto-approximation [1204].
auto-encoders [1058]. Auto-join [1715].
Auto-pipeline [2574]. auto-scaling [2791].
auto-suggestion [1405]. Auto-transform
[2331]. Auto-Tuning [3058].
Autocompletion
[215, 1521, 514, 810, 1587]. AutoCTS
[2768]. AutoDI [2937]. AutoExecutor
[2631]. AutoG [1587]. AUTOGR [2491].
Automated
[2921, 58, 2610, 2505, 1878, 2033, 495, 2627, 2917, 1596, 2125, 2069, 1144, 464, 2118, 1379, 2337, 2491, 2768, 466].
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[1793, 2499, 2165, 1957]. automaton [168].
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automorphism [249]. autonomous [2648].
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availability [694, 2059, 1773]. available
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Avalanche-safe [354]. AvantGraph [2955].
Avatara [733]. averaging [2756]. avoid
[1862]. avoidance [1237, 1015, 1942].
avoiding [976, 2842]. award [2980]. Aware
AXML [483]. AZDBLab [1165]. Azure
[2791, 2136, 2765, 2649, 1365].
centric [1390, 775, 1346, 920, 1167, 679, 744, 1173, 1659, 1372, 1217, 1499, 2471].
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channel [16, 2497]. characteristics [771]. characterization [2764]. characterizing [1579, 2533]. charging [2806, 205].
Checking [3078, 1485, 31, 1809, 2074, 2109, 2202, 202, 2161, 1053]. checkpoint [275, 2569]. checkpoints [2822, 2793].
checks [1942]. cheetah [386, 469]. CHEF [2561]. cherry [2229, 2697, 2923].
cloud-based [1784]. cloud-cost [2701]. Cloud-native [2146, 2110, 2915].
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Comprehensive [2402, 897, 3133, 880, 2750, 2595, 2946, 2830, 2526, 2832, 2132].

Compressed [1532, 1339, 2245, 2860, 272, 2579, 2421, 178, 44]. compressing [1260].


Computing [1035, 3016, 2684, 1643, 1094, 785, 3119, 415, 507, 699, 881, 2165, 1529, 1689, 1214, 2828, 1245, 82, 345, 1204, 1487, 1253, 254].


Confidential [1176]. confidentiality [1006, 2254]. confidentiality-preserving [2254]. configuration [2875, 1271, 274, 139, 2469, 935].

Configurations [3111, 2345, 2752, 2482, 2253, 1478, 1348]. conflict [1805, 2189]. conflicting [216, 1882, 618]. conflicts [331, 201].


congestion [2618]. Conjunctive [1889, 1112, 1467, 2387, 1546, 2275].

Connected [3024, 1573, 1788, 2815].


Constraint [1905, 3036, 1558, 522, 2520, 560, 635, 2730, 2913, 2759, 3004, 546, 1060, 1976].

constraint-aware [2520].


construct [1427]. Constructing [1227, 2545, 927]. Construction [3132, 864, 1534, 1647, 2423, 226, 1838, 1448, 576, 2118, 1840, 1636, 1333, 1400, 2943, 2898].

consultation [2688]. consumer [1659].

consumer-centric [1659]. consumption [2610, 702, 100]. contact [643, 2494].

contact-based [2494]. contagions [2494].

containment [366, 2092].

contemporary [1236].

contended [2207, 1632].

content [495, 552, 649, 391, 706, 1406, 2639, 716, 1559, 55, 2279].

Contention [1883, 1844, 1121, 1489].

data-based
data- [1031]. data-adaptive [845].
data-centric [920, 1167, 679, 744].
data-cleaning [1455, 831].
data-completeness [2046].
data-oriented [423]. Data-Parallel [3042, 2225, 2251, 1268].
data-quality-aware [2766].
DataCell [742]. datacenter [1894, 834, 694, 1510]. Datacenters [1188].
DataHub [1399]. dataless [1422].
Datapointment [2092]. datalog [1907, 1340, 2092, 1991, 992, 1353, 2234, 909].
datalog-based [1907, 992]. DataPlay [749].
Dataset [3112, 3102, 1336, 2615, 1504, 2886, 2533].
dataspaces [145]. DataSpread [1420].
datastore [533], datastores [1294, 694].
DataTweener [1811]. DataXRay [1416].
dates [916], dating [1195]. Davos [2638].
DAX [800], DB [1424, 1088, 201, 1826, 662, 1403]. DB2 [292, 280, 869, 2070]. DBAs [612].
DBMS-oriented [2694]. DBMSs [162, 3094, 2877, 595, 2274]. DBO [205].
DBOS [2694]. DBPubs [130]. DBSCAN [1641].
DBSeer [1429]. DBSP [3103].
DBToaster [2432]. DBWipes [738].
DC [2255]. DDSKetch [2140].
deal [2672], dealer [2604, 2444].
Dealing [339], deals [2169]. debuggable [2215].
Debugging [2600, 1787, 2360, 622, 2722, 2962, 2941].
decade [2657], December [1582].
decentralization [2827]. Decentralized [2837, 2888, 2415, 2842, 1090].
Decibel [1504].
decision [697, 2431, 2683, 1086, 764, 2896, 1734, 2638].
decisions [2219]. Declarative [278, 2000, 3018, 2573, 1582, 1640, 1571, 94, 1167, 2700, 2200, 1806, 635, 1601, 1190, 744, 762, 993].
Deco [762]. Decomposed [2576].
Decomposition [3088, 2781, 2287, 2228, 1453, 2401, 2541, 2812, 2492, 2802, 2749, 815, 2737, 640, 2838, 1495, 2745].
decompositions [1267], decoupled [1912].
Dedoope [734]. Deducing [1995, 3129].
deduplication [1524, 734, 2780, 2864].
Deep [2695, 2728, 498, 2373, 2344, 2565, 3065, 3021, 2182, 2680, 2473, 2394, 2700, 2761, 2042, 2579, 1887, 2134, 2602, 2525, 2066, 2316, 2436, 2098, 2595, 298, 741, 2406, 2262, 493, 2785, 2327, 2437, 2511, 2864, 1197, 787, 101].
DeepDB [2333]. DeepDive [1333].
DeepEverest [2700]. DeepTEA [2808].
DeFiHap [2585]. defined [2963, 2867, 287, 2463, 729, 2730, 2779, 818, 1170].
Definition [626]. defunctionalization [898]. degrees [2315]. delay [1908]. deletion [2387, 963, 2864]. Delhi [1578], delimiter [2206], delimiter-separated [2206].
deluge [296], Demand [2322, 1770, 2688, 2809, 1356].
Demand-aware [2232], Demo [2607, 739, 318]. democratic [128].
democratizing [2960, 2470]. Demonstrating [2927, 2961, 2595, 2946].
Demonstration [752, 2609, 1386, 2604, 2965, 2098, 2614, 305, 2601, 2964, 2598, 2933, 1813, 1412, 300, 1810, 902, 1394, 1397, 2612, 1583, 2586, 2957, 2624, 1808, 1815, 1811, 921, 755, 2630, 319, 2589, 2632, 925, 2616, 2088, 1400, 738, 1418, 1171].
deniability [1668]. Denial [3036, 1858, 958, 2282, 2181, 2759, 3004].
DENOUNCER [2597]. Dense [620, 654, 427, 1959, 1636, 1944, 517, 2995].
Densest [610, 2972, 2065, 2278]. Density [2865, 3031, 2490, 2581, 2755, 2732, 2932, 2157, 1864, 1834, 222, 2916, 1641, 582].
density-based [1641, 582].
Density-optimized [2865]. Dependable [39], dependence [1901, 216, 1403], dependencies [673, 1900, 1485, 1515, 34, 131, 33, 218, 272, 2213, 1891, 1988, 349, 2880, 2211, 674, 988, 1688, 2281, 2046]. dependency
dependency-driven, dependent, depends, depict, Deployable, deployed, Deploying, Deployment, depth, depth-first, descent, describing, description, desensitization, Design, designer, Designing, DESIRE, desk, Destabilizers, DesTeller, destination, Detecting, Detection, detector, determination, determinism, deterministic, Deuteronomy, developed, Developing, development, developments, deviation, device, Devices, Dexter, DGFIndex, Dhalion, DIADEM, DIADS, Diagnosing, diagnosis, diagrams, Dial, Dial-a-Ride, DICE, did, didn’t, Dietcoin, DIFF, difference, differences, different, differentiable, Differential, differently-private, differentiation, difficulty, diffusion, digital, DigitHist, Dina, dimension, Dimensional, Dinosaurs, DimmStore, DimmWitted, DISC, Discharges, disciples, disclosure, DiscoPG, discoveries, Discovering, Discovery, did [2152], didn’t [1827], Dietcoin [2111], DIFF [1971], difference [326, 516], differences [2440], different [2283], differentiable [2693], Differential [3068, 1367, 1614, 3047, 3120, 3134, 2548, 2873, 948, 2022, 2532, 2551, 2410, 1295, 2851, 1874, 804, 1988, 615, 684, 1031, 2604, 2632, 2444, 2756, 1681, 1925, 2298, 2514, 2863, 2364, 1798, 2090, 2359, 2399, 685, 686, 2192], Differentially [3125, 2435, 1105, 3079, 3028, 3049, 1963, 2534, 2606, 2183, 2520, 1474, 431, 1320, 1583, 2829, 2040, 1174, 2892, 1057, 996, 2508, 2775, 781], differentially-private [1057], differentiation [196], difficulty [1301], diffusion [2417, 1457, 947], digital [874, 296], DigitHist [1755], Dina [1804], dimension [1947, 1667, 2021], Dimensional [1692, 3132, 1902, 2006, 3, 2375, 924, 1959, 2829, 151, 735, 1558, 1925, 276, 1460, 971, 2557, 1763, 1221, 1625, 2368, 2995, 179, 2090, 2399, 2208], Dimensions [3113, 1764, 586, 1228], DIMMs [3092], DimmStore [2049], DimmWitted [1117], dinosaurs [330], directed [2812, 2172], Direction [858, 1225], direction-based [1225], Direction-preserving [858], directional [2432], directions [2681, 537], directions-based [537], directories [266], Dirichlet [1514], disadvantages [1073], disaggregate [1126], disaggregated [2985], disaggregation [3013, 2984, 2274, 2521], disagreements [1997], disambiguating [413], disassociation [651], disaster [2264], DisC [780], Discharges [3021], disciples [473], disclosure [341], DiscoPG [2944], discoveries [2323], Discovering [1502, 2481, 95, 958, 2807, 816, 972, 221, 760, 851, 119, 618], Discovery [1900, 3112, 88, 2181, 3036, 2156, 1480, 654, 118, 1234, 2324, 1858, 2944, 1901, 2007, 2615, 2310, 2094, 217, 2065, 2972, 2032, 602, 1434,
16


discrepancy [2478], discussion [778].
disjoint [1997]. Disk
[3035, 242, 380, 2818, 821, 862, 2397].
Disk-Based [3035, 380, 2818, 821]. disk-I
[862]. disk-I/O [862]. disk-resident [242].
DISKs [756]. disordered [359].
dissection [1898]. dispatching [2542].
DISPERS [2096]. disruptive [1617].
disruption [1617]. Diversified [959, 2566].
Diversifying [666, 1892]. Diversity
[1011, 877, 2739, 1667, 1309, 780, 968, 1262].
diversity-based [1309]. diversity-driven
[2739]. Divide [1287]. diving [867]. DL
[2795]. DLR [2820]. dmapply [1560].
DNA [2440, 3127]. DNN
[2357, 2706, 2376, 2429]. DNN-based
[2376]. Do [2345]. DObjects [124]. DOCs
Doing [2533]. Domain
[1882, 946, 1785, 1814, 47, 394, 2728, 2230, 1557, 2262, 2947, 3005, 1658, 1551].
Domain-aware [1882, 1658].
domain-specific [1814, 1557]. domains
[2518, 451]. dominant [1292]. domination
[2413]. done [1535, 740, 2152]. Don’t
[708, 2880, 1714]. doppelDB [2079].
Doppler [2917]. DORIAN [2059]. Dotori
[3100]. doubling [1667, 1109]. down
[985, 248, 1402, 933, 2388]. downsampling
[2533]. DPDS [2934]. DPSaas [2909].
DPSynthesizer [1174]. DPT [1320].
DPTree [2192]. DPXPlain [2992]. DQDF
[2766]. DQM [1720]. DRAM [2493, 2475].
dream [2669, 328, 1277]. Dremel
[1103, 369]. Drift [3122, 2337]. drill [1402].
drill-down [1402]. DrillBeyond [759].
Driven [3097, 2580, 987, 2977, 1143, 1534, 2739, 1709, 344, 2683, 1086, 2142, 2665, 2032,


Graph-Based [3099, 1600, 1149, 2292, 2094, 2089, 1841, 2110, 2526]. graph-structured [2971, 40, 633]. graph-traversal [2378]. graphalytics [1562]. GraphGen [1428].

graphical [30]. graphics [553, 400, 539, 912]. Graphite [2218].

GraphJet [1559]. GraphLab [632].

Graphlet [1649]. GraphMat [1325].

GraphMineSuite [2523]. Graphs [848, 445, 1976, 820, 1522, 2708, 2814, 1472].

graphs [848, 445, 1976, 820, 1522, 2708, 2814, 1472].

GraphScope [2637, 2593].

GraphJoin [2559]. groups [1442, 2267, 751].


gSketch [588]. gStore [554].

Guarantee [688, 2606, 1220, 2762, 2397]. guaranteed [1564, 2319]. guaranteeing [259].

Guarantees [60, 182, 681, 2304, 1265, 2241, 2140, 2205, 183, 3003, 1203, 2185]. guarded [683].

Guidance [2002]. guide [2201].

Guided [2125, 2267, 536, 2831, 2069, 2928].

guideline [3073, 804]. groupings [69].

Grouping [3073, 804]. groupwise [2562].

GroupFinder [901].

GroupJoin [2559]. groups [1442, 2267, 751].

GroupJoin [2559]. groups [1442, 2267, 751].

GroupJoin [2559]. groups [1442, 2267, 751].

GroupJoin [2559]. groups [1442, 2267, 751].

H [2248, 140]. H-store [140]. Haar [1838].

HADOOP [860, 1435, 863, 1813, 386, 768, 861, 562, 1118, 734, 933, 1384, 1373, 850, 721].

HadoopDB [247]. HadoopViz [1394].

Hailing [2542]. halfway [2349]. HaLoop [365].

HAMSTER [185]. HANA [1775, 2899, 897, 2124, 1762, 1767, 2128, 887].

Hand [2332]. handful [1308]. handle [719].

Handling [513, 286]. hands [2947].

Hands-off [2947]. handsfree [2087].

Handshake [1063]. Happiness [3006]. hard [2155, 357, 2226, 1536, 2243].

Hardening [2111]. hardness [32].

Hardware [2899, 838, 1439, 1157, 2054, 1079, 2079, 1826, 852, 1436, 884, 1332, 559, 2167, 1627, 693, 476, 1978].

Hardware-oblivious [838].

Harmonia [2189]. harmonizing [1931].

Harnessing [1919, 2973]. Harvesting [260].

Hash [3077, 3025, 40, 1009, 1251, 708, 2841, 853, 2430, 2866, 1276, 1747, 991, 285, 3076].

Hash-base [40]. Hashing [3051, 2441, 1452, 2845, 541, 2244, 1828, 1464, 1460, 608, 994].

Hausdorff [556].

Haze [1659]. Hazelcast [2654]. HD [1902, 924]. HD-index [1902].

HDBTracker [1147]. HDFS [1138].

HDPView [2829]. headings [1359]. Health [915, 481, 2]. healthcare [1196, 2912].


helpdesk [62]. Hercules [2454].

Hercules [2847]. HERE [1566]. HERMIT
intractable [363]. invalidation [2303].
invariant [1970]. invariant-preserving
[1970]. invasive [2896, 1623]. inverted
[1699]. Inverting [255]. investigating
[2075]. investigation [2871, 2729]. InZeit
[496]. IoTDB [3005, 2858]. IPA [1970]. IPS
[935]. iRoad [910]. IS-Label [817]. island
[1438]. islands [693]. IsoBugView [2962].
IsoDiff [2360]. isolating [2305]. Isolation
[3090, 3078, 1087, 1005, 209, 2487, 2360,
2390, 259, 731, 2283, 2962, 2177].
isomorphism
[2426, 1327, 790, 1273, 1638, 32]. issues
[881, 979]. ITAA [2072]. item [1609, 2253].
items [152, 1652, 1243, 2786]. itemset
[684, 207, 781]. itemsets [821, 1243, 710].
iterated [990]. iteration [2990]. iterative
[365, 190, 678, 1448, 2892, 925, 1022, 973,
1940, 1001, 1973, 1329]. iteratively [2561].
iTuned [274]. IV [1779]. I've [1734].
Janiform [1413]. Java [1122]. JavaScript
[1167]. JENNER [2897]. Jet [2654].
JetScope [1366]. JExLog [1584]. JIM
[1140]. JIT [1777, 1980, 3048]. JIT-based
[1777]. JIT-Compiled [3048]. job
[2137, 622, 1127]. jobs
[621, 861, 1458, 1384, 1120, 721]. Join
[1352, 3045, 1671, 1140, 1135, 193, 1753,
2133, 1518, 2772, 985, 1467, 2865, 2866, 2468,
1834, 285, 225, 541, 593, 398, 1505, 371,
1914, 453, 911, 1045, 1063, 2424, 1733, 1113,
1727, 1248, 1705, 417, 286, 671, 820, 1715,
244, 1337, 77, 631, 448]. join-project [2865].
joining [1337, 2743, 1715]. Joint
[2201, 3077, 1710, 1123, 3114, 3062, 3072,
661, 1930, 1009, 1251, 779, 1741, 37, 1513,
1482, 1040, 1918, 2297, 420, 853, 1276, 1056,
2771, 2180, 2193, 3009, 1441, 1350, 2314,
1832, 593, 657, 1677, 1492, 2743, 573, 631,
2063, 1852, 1097, 1862, 1229, 745, 990, 2746,
1318, 1839, 2577, 1133, 1037, 448, 77, 2034].
joint [2236, 1419]. Jointly [2376, 2359].
journalism [1589]. journalists [1156].
Journey [3069, 1493, 2980]. JSON
[1777, 2423, 1722, 2774]. Juneau [2100].
Jupyter [2100]. jury [697]. Just
[1590, 500, 3094, 3127, 2594, 890, 507, 2667,
2897, 2385, 869]. Just-in-Case [3127].
Just-in-time [500, 890, 2897, 2385].
Justifiably [3101].
K-means [2382]. k-nearest [429]. K-reach
[680]. Kafka [1766, 1363]. Kamino [2520].
KATARA [1408]. KAYAK [1786].
KBPearl [2236]. KBQA [1675]. KClist
[2278]. KDV [2581]. KDV-explorer [2581].
Keep [3050]. Keeping [888, 612]. keeps
[2983]. Kelpie [2922]. kernel
[2490, 2581, 2755, 2732, 2932, 1834]. Key
[3033, 3100, 1294, 2493, 2701, 1129, 465, 950,
2240, 192, 1869, 2334, 1756, 100, 1830, 1862,
2512, 2272, 1653, 2991, 412, 1326, 2139].
key-value [2493, 2240, 2991]. keyless
[2746]. Kymantic [504]. Keys
[1357, 1515, 1317, 1107]. Keyword
[667, 333, 97, 571, 75, 352, 504, 900, 797,
1155, 1586, 982, 591, 404, 1463, 129, 76, 756,
854, 345, 960, 180, 493, 2432, 1501, 981, 796,
970, 404]. Keyword-aware [667].
keyword-based [504]. keyword-query
[180]. keywords [648, 1202]. KG L ac [2586].
killing [616, 1008]. KLL [2467]. knives
[809]. KNN [90, 1002, 664, 1902, 265, 84].
know [1936]. Knowledge
[2306, 1644, 1302, 1743, 3118, 3060, 1184,
2671, 1343, 2619, 872, 1907, 1814, 1805, 1408,
1675, 967, 1080, 613, 1801, 2921, 2062, 2710,
1498, 2074, 2202, 2741, 2489, 1218, 2236,
2676, 927, 1910, 1840, 2595, 2476, 2946, 1379,
488, 309, 2659, 1605, 1333, 1400, 772, 2328,
2443, 1591, 1202, 1658, 1522, 1576].
Knowledge-based [1302]. Kodiak [1558].
Kolmogorov [2496]. Kosmix [298].
Krypton [2098]. KV [3100, 1326].
L [2675]. LA3 [1903]. label [2820, 1109, 794,
2220, 518, 1957, 2561, 2745, 817].
Low-rank [685], low-resource [3012].
Lower [3135, 1466, 802]. Lowering [2167].
LSH [1066, 1828, 2675, 2208, 1551].
LSM [2261, 2853, 2817, 1979, 2194, 2388, 2545, 2519, 2303, 2859].
LSM-based [2261, 2853, 1979, 2194, 2388].

MaaT [1030]. Machine
macrotask [1362]. MAD [294, 2651, 718].
made [1581, 735, 905, 1325, 2185, 1773, 912].
MADlib [718]. Magellan [1552, 1606].
Magic [2868, 2332]. Magma [2916]. Main
[3077, 51, 308, 661, 1009, 161, 1541, 956, 1288, 521, 614, 2403, 2207, 563, 1276, 140, 1546, 952, 597, 1613, 1463, 2434, 1492, 975, 1726, 1344, 1631, 791, 1229, 887, 990, 1117, 2170].
Main-Memory [3077, 51, 308, 1009, 161, 1541, 614, 2403, 2207, 563, 597, 1613, 1492, 1344, 1631, 887, 1117, 2170].
Mainlining [2411]. maintained [1189]. Maintaining [16, 538].
Maintenance [3103, 620, 1534, 266, 522, 1456, 2428, 80, 2205, 2349].
majority [2153]. Make [2669, 1180]. makes [1702].
makeup [924]. Making [3053, 136, 2107, 836, 2771, 862, 697, 2606, 386, 1086, 764, 1835, 1873, 1734, 2638, 2912, 1702].
mammals [330]. Manage [765]. managed
[1100, 2655, 2483]. management [1294, 739, 1076, 495, 147, 2147, 1611, 1772, 1753, 895, 995, 6, 1893, 874, 2699, 278, 2920, 2291, 2568, 1079, 2165, 1114, 714, 2968, 2415, 1552, 1606, 599, 1802, 2681, 2122, 351, 824, 2096, 1530, 2127, 662, 2388, 120, 1985, 2462, 1517, 893, 1619, 732, 511, 2121, 1767, 1726, 2980, 2335, 1012, 720, 2154, 2115, 716, 150, 154, 335, 723, 1512, 1602, 2973, 2469, 315, 1300, 2903, 83, 1082, 2384, 1170, 1931, 1074, 1127, 2100, 110]. manager [1796, 1657].
mangers [329]. Managing
[73, 2660, 178, 923, 1085, 2651, 1088, 307, 1177, 1783, 773, 30]. manifold [1250].
Manycore [2353]. map [2598, 464, 2550, 932, 802, 1097, 323, 2588, 1141, 288].
map-reduce [802, 1097, 323, 288].
MapMerge [347]. mapping
[133, 22, 1981, 2865, 464, 1580, 2432]. mappings
MapRat [761]. MapReduce
MapReduce-based [735].
MapReduce-style [728]. maps
[272, 1597, 1764]. Mariana [1197].
Marigold [3113]. Marius [2607]. market
[2119, 297, 2300, 1700, 1659]. marketing
[1291]. marketplace [1697, 2604, 2444].
marketplaces [1967]. markets [755, 1262].
marking [1596]. Markov
[409, 2543, 544, 2083, 1798, 843].
Markovian [319]. MarkoViews [669].
marriage [1642]. mashed [368].
mashed-up [368]. Mashup [317, 757].
mashups [215, 414]. mass [1299, 877].
masses [2567, 2147]. Massive [741, 242, 1748, 1376, 2269, 103, 2255, 1382, 1456, 1850, 1445, 468, 1757, 178, 716, 640, 2210, 2372].
massive-scale [1376]. Massively
[661, 501, 2503, 289, 275, 2206]. master
[1087, 355, 732, 315, 2989]. MASTRO [923].
methodologies [159]. methods [1691, 979, 1355, 2687, 2825, 2082, 1817, 1360, 1478, 996, 1460]. metric [1667, 1717, 1720, 450, 745, 171, 1686, 2856]. metricty [1508]. METRO [2709].


... NUMA-aware [1254]. NVRAM-aware [1254].

ObliDB [2174]. Oblivious [1545, 3108, 3049, 2174, 2015, 838, 2314].
Obfuscation [687]. object [440, 280, 156, 406, 591, 316, 730, 405, 575, 644, 1019, 256, 1158, 1372, 2735].
Objectcentric [316, 256]. objective [2522, 1240].

Oblivious [1545, 3108, 3049, 2174, 2015, 838, 2314].
Obfuscation [687]. object [440, 280, 156, 406, 591, 316, 730, 405, 575, 644, 1019, 256, 1158, 1372, 2735].
Objectcentric [316, 256]. objective [2522, 1240].

Online[1278, 2157, 182, 1484, 3088, 2994, 80, 3047, 866, 1013, 1540, 2030, 926, 306, 2119, 1774, 297, 1913, 1131, 568, 1021, 2131, 2647, 1040, 1125, 2808, 2392, 755, 1313, 1667, 742, 795, 1279, 547, 275, 1348, 1740, 2689, 1459, 2451, 207, 1164, 2987, 1637, 1253, 1310, 1228, 2277].

Ontology [1154, 3081, 2027, 923, 2092, 1046, 949, 1553]. Ontology-based [2027, 923, 949].
ontology-driven [1553]. OpBoost [2999].
Open [759, 739, 1210, 881, 880, 1146, 770, 2876, 2975, 2968, 1186, 1614, 2971, 2608, 1895, 1782]. open-source [2608].
openclean [2608]. openGauss [2648, 2603].
Opening [677]. OpenML [2689].
Operating [3131, 2694]. operation [1953, 2669]. Operational [1611, 1568].

Operators [3049, 2567, 2706, 2187, 911, 2779, 633].
Operon [2903]. opinion [1262]. opinions [904]. opportunistic [1038].
Opportunities [2207, 2154, 2119, 2982, 878, 1534, 881, 715, 2976, 1079, 2664, 777, 2146, 2970, 2121, 2283, 2222]. Optane [2255].
perspective [1434, 2122, 893].
perspectives [1188]. Perturbation
[1621, 71, 238]. PET [753]. petabyte [2021].
PetPS [3059]. PGE [2792]. PGM [2245].
PGM-index [2245]. Ph.D. [1187]. phase
[2155, 2468, 1345]. Phi [1276]. PHOcus
[2938]. Phoebe [2569]. phones [325].
phonetically [2560]. photos [2938, 932].
PhotoStand [932]. phrase [459, 1247].
physical [2366, 4, 569, 111, 3000, 273].
physicochemical [142]. physics [2704].

Picasso [474, 1788]. picked
[2229, 2697, 2923]. PIDS [2228]. piece
[182, 3126]. piece-wise [182]. pieces [1010].
Piecewise [3126, 561]. pig [601, 288].
Pigeonring [1943]. Piggybacking [813].
PIM [3057]. PIM-Tree [3057]. Pinterest
[3044]. Pipeline
[3065, 2627, 1766, 2561, 2425, 2574].
pipelines [2409, 2958, 1851, 2053, 2660,
2167, 2959, 2574, 2693]. Pipemizer [2958].
PIQL [587]. Piranha [861]. Pivot [1717].
Pivot-based [1717]. PivotE [2116]. pixel
[1181]. pixel-perfect [1181]. Pixida [1458].
PL [898]. PL/SQL [898]. place
[1351, 2991]. Placement [3042, 280, 562,
607, 979, 2137, 1689, 2889, 1344, 1631, 2884].
places [537]. Plan
[9, 2066, 441, 92, 108, 1515, 2937, 2764, 2821,
110, 1919]. Plan-based [9].
Plan-structured [2066]. plane [1741, 1932].
planet [715, 289]. planner [1277]. planning
[1126, 837, 2479, 2292, 935, 2185, 2362].
Plans [3116, 92, 1919, 746, 1241, 512, 252,
559, 2931, 1702]. Planting [2197].
PLASMA [924]. PLASMA-HD [924].
plateaus [1438]. Platform
[3063, 2618, 878, 872, 1162, 104, 1893, 874,
1654, 746, 2900, 2918, 2586, 1367, 2624, 2611,
997, 635, 744, 1884, 2657, 1057, 876, 918,
887, 2110, 2925, 2603, 2312, 1197].
Platforms [3064, 3054, 2852, 2147, 2300,
1964, 2495, 1562, 124, 2678, 506, 2014, 2987].
Plato [2241]. Plausible [1668]. play [2527].
players [482]. Playful [749]. plex [2993].
PLIN [3002]. PLP [565]. plug [2527].
plug-and-play [2527]. plus [1427]. PM
[2784, 2208]. PM-friendly [2784].
PM-LSH [2208]. PMem [2493, 2904].
PMem-DRAM [2493]. PNUTS
[104, 2151]. POEM [2935]. POIKILO
[906]. Point [3115, 3051, 901, 817, 1109, 528,
1713, 142, 725]. point-based [528].
point-of-interest [901, 1713].
Point-to-Hyperplane [3051].
point-to-point [817, 1109]. Points
[2731, 2248, 816, 496]. Points-of-interest
[2731]. pointwise [2281]. policies
[1964, 428]. policy [2001, 1474, 2463, 2632].
policy-aware [1474, 2632]. PolicyReplay
[343]. Pollrock [3123]. PolyFrame [2552].
Polyglot [2968, 2707, 2640, 2483]. polygons
[1861]. polymorphic [287]. polynomial
[363]. polynomials [1415]. polystore
[1397]. pool [1238]. popular [2702].
Popularity [2757, 2845]. populating [927].
population [2236, 2494]. portable
[543, 1627, 938]. positions [2472]. positives
[584]. possibility [1099]. Possible
[3084, 1317, 220, 1360, 1516]. PostCENN
[2596]. PostgreSQL [928, 731, 2596].
potential [120, 2973]. Power
[225, 45, 2049, 2687, 100, 1130, 1510].
Power-law [225]. powered
[2431, 767, 573, 1642, 1061, 2582, 2977].
powering [2645]. PowerPivot [1129]. PPQ
[2386]. PPQ-trajectory [2386]. PR [2512].
PR-sketch [2512]. Practical
[804, 1285, 2347, 50, 1376, 637, 823, 2354,
2559, 287, 1874, 1856, 2308, 2290, 1852, 2449,
2795, 2185, 1773]. practically [2794, 2737].
practice
[255, 2367, 2258, 770, 2681, 2608, 2195].
practices [294, 1614]. practitioners [2201].
Pre [2724, 2373, 2470]. pre-trained
[2373, 2470]. Pre-training [2724]. precise
[2472]. Precision [1590, 182, 1999].
precomputed [2317]. predefined [2771].

Processing-in-Memory

[3057, 2186].

processor

[1255, 2641, 922, 1236].

processors

[2287, 400, 2226, 539, 1276, 201, 912].

Product

[3066, 1476, 2792, 982, 2646, 1451, 2368, 2299].

production [2135, 2691, 2274].


Profiling

[1236, 1606, 7, 706, 120, 1385, 1416]. profit [2510]. program [2706, 2234].

Programmable [2214, 2523, 1932].

programmer [2969].

programming [1044, 2872, 1375, 2371, 709, 812, 1914, 2474, 1520, 1791, 2583, 2969, 1878, 1238]. programming-based [2371].

programming-by-example [1878].

Programs


project [2865]. Projected [2756, 2006, 2524]. Projection [2770].


Propagating [34]. Propagation [3062, 1680, 1270, 2387, 963, 2863].

property [2944]. PROPOLIS [920].

protect [393]. protected [557, 2880].

protecting [2091, 1084]. protection [2463, 1214, 894, 524].


Provenance [1676, 1388, 2727, 601, 326, 2409, 2934, 1042, 1456, 456, 2684, 61, 1470, 2227, 2929, 1787, 2400, 1783, 2011, 320, 1994, 1418, 1758, 2407, 783].

Provenance-based [2727, 1994]. provider [1854, 482]. providers [1768]. providing [2204, 1328]. provisioned [920].

provisioning [2082, 1198, 595]. proxies [2009, 564, 2497].


publish-subscribe [811].

publish/subscribe [37, 1155, 38, 1501, 1055]. pubLisher [99].

Publishing [688, 268, 70, 461, 236]. PULs [969]. purchase [652]. purely [2235].


Pytheas [2310]. Python [1783, 2114].

Q [2945]. Q&A [1863]. QA [1675].

QARTA [2598, 2550]. QIRANA [1810].

QOCO [1395]. QoS [1171]. QS [1176].

QSkycube [528]. QTune [2134]. Quaestor [1768]. Qualitative [1612]. Quality [2421, 60, 95, 1720, 1370, 219, 131, 505, 1754, 2945, 2504, 2766, 183, 452, 1904].

quality-conscious [219]. Quantcast [870].

quantification [799]. Quantifying [2680, 2248, 209]. quantile...

resources [1709, 949, 1689, 1661, 1193, 452]. respecting [461]. respiration [1763].
respiration-induced [1763]. response [343]. responsibility [1467, 515]. restart
[609, 1036]. restaurant [1888]. ReStore
[621]. restrictions [625, 137, 518]. result
[827, 780, 46, 196, 174]. results
[326, 551, 906, 621, 2900, 658, 841, 2929, 490, 542, 2945, 358, 14, 100, 666, 1387, 1579, 2560].
Retractable [1774]. Retractable [937].
retargetable [2552]. retention [137].
rethink [139]. Rethinking [1323, 2059].
Retrieval
[3033, 440, 901, 311, 743, 1391, 198, 450, 1250, 594, 159, 2221, 122, 1058, 2995, 704].
Retrieving [373, 1065, 1744, 2639].
Retrofitting [2767]. retrospective [2616].
Return [2191, 711]. reusable [2627]. reuse
[1981, 2706, 1724, 2101, 2087]. reusing [621].
Reveal [2653]. revealing [2008, 2116].
Revenue [1732, 2162, 1271, 1200].
revenue-maximizing [1271]. Reverse
[1745, 1272, 1036, 1070, 570, 1692, 265, 1490, 1284, 1592, 1000, 372, 264, 87]. reviewer
[1383]. reviewing [1609]. revising [64].
revision [2086]. Revisited
[3014, 1009, 443, 285, 211]. Revisiting
[1724, 853, 1704, 2519]. revival [148].
Reviving [492]. reweighted [2210].
REWIND [1263]. rewired [1516]. rewrite
[2696]. Rewriting
[91, 2051, 2810, 35, 195, 522, 348, 2684, 970].
REX [592, 679]. RFID [540]. Rich
[3103, 1620, 2963, 2867, 176, 2433, 2988].
Ride [3073, 132]. rider [1289]. ridesharing
[1220, 1898, 2019]. right [2152]. ring [883].
Ringtail [934]. RINSE [1398]. RISC
[3075, 54]. RISC-style [54]. rise
[2641, 2690]. risk [410, 341]. Risks [3068].
RkNN [450]. Road
[3014, 1493, 910, 1220, 2318, 1735, 2322, 2237, 2464, 301, 756, 1879, 2205, 472, 2854, 518, 1059, 257, 1633, 2031, 606, 2966, 2745].
RoadTrack [472]. Robust
[3090, 2752, 3116, 290, 702, 3097, 2560, 1289, 2506, 2654, 688, 2792, 92, 2763, 1151, 614, 2817, 2866, 1934, 604, 2908, 600, 1852, 2038, 2114, 1512, 2279, 2861, 1746, 1702].
Robustness [2539, 3054]. Rogas [1601].
role [70, 216]. RONIN [2633]. root
[2246, 2110]. Rose [44]. ROSeAnn [904].
rounds [2367]. Route [3014, 667, 350, 1735, 2396, 299, 1142, 2232, 2185, 2362, 2650].
routines [729]. routing [2273, 82, 125].
Row [52, 3072, 1565]. row-column [1565].
Row-wise [52]. ROXXI [492]. RPT [2470].
RTED [600]. Rudolf [1577]. Rule
[3016, 883, 1168, 392, 584, 1577, 2749].
Rule-Based [3016, 2749]. rules
Rumble [2408]. rumour [2014]. run [386].
running [387]. Runtime
[1753, 381, 729, 973, 2483, 3003]. runtimes
[1100]. RW [2675].
s [961, 1163, 1427, 1446]. S-Store
[1163, 1446]. S2RDF [1519]. S3 [2139]. SA
[2945, 2859]. SA-LSM [2859]. SA-Q [2945].
SAASFEE [1393]. safe
[69, 354, 1862, 2732]. safer [2455]. Sage
[2276]. salient [699]. same [394]. sample
[2190]. samples [20, 2201, 80]. Sampling
[357, 1748, 231, 8, 2060, 224, 1179, 1265, 1929, 1739, 1910, 1279, 983, 989, 1459, 1137, 2494, 1637, 2834, 1310]. Samza [1765].
Sancus [2842]. SAND [2634, 2507].
Santoku [1386]. SAP [1755, 2899, 897, 2124, 1762, 290, 1767, 2128, 887]. SAPPER
[445]. Sapphire [1581]. Sapprox [1637].
SAQE [2354]. SaS [2488]. Satellite [2942].
satisfiability [2033]. Satisfying [3008].
Sato [2293]. saturation [2299]. saving
[1193]. Scabbard [2720]. scalability
[1844, 1902, 210, 226, 1355, 1111, 1095, 2189].
scalability-accuracy [1902]. Scalable
second-order [2818, 1629]. secondary [2365, 1570, 2095]. SECONDO [765].
subgraphs [1573, 1449, 2270, 1636, 2278, 786].
subgroup [2253]. subject [1352].
Subjective [2037]. submodular [2510].
subnet [2815]. subquery [284]. subscribe
[37, 1155, 38, 811, 1501, 1055]. subscribed
[2889]. subscriber [1134]. subsequence
[2292, 2634, 2507, 2805, 747, 704].
subsequences [1643]. Subset [3043, 2309].
Subset-Based [3043]. subsets [2099].
subspace [151, 785, 276]. substitutions
[2357, 3008]. SubStrat [3043]. substring
[793]. substrings [600]. substructures
[1788]. subsystem [852, 2649].
subtrajectory [2318, 2327]. success [587].
success-tolerant [587]. Succinct
[2869, 2060, 2095]. SUFF [3110]. Suffix
[2361, 576]. suggestion [8, 1479, 1405].
suite [880, 502, 2824]. sum [663, 2299].
sum-product [2299]. summaries [232, 1427, 591, 2317, 2109, 2227, 2928, 2831, 149].
Summarization [3087, 582, 1423, 206, 2687, 1965, 2724, 1725, 1387, 1935]. Summarizing
[1818, 2688, 981, 223]. summary
[2811, 2348, 1755]. summary-based [2811].
Summingbird [1131]. Sundial [1931].
super [2187]. super-operators [2187].
Supercharging [652]. supergraph
[2266, 848]. Supervised [1212, 3017, 2839, 2466, 1916, 1520, 2212, 2601]. Supervision
[3081, 1855, 1957]. Support
[1041, 105, 454, 2143, 37, 522, 2683, 2107, 2896, 1470, 2500, 1406, 1563, 945, 925, 1379, 1734, 154, 1450, 385, 1089, 1141, 936].
supported [2236]. Supporting
[964, 982, 1321, 2243, 818, 3059, 2168, 2411, 1168, 1095, 2177, 751]. surface
[84, 1694, 263]. surfing [317]. surgery
[1590]. surprise [2161]. surprising
[1866, 1301]. Surprisingly [3096].
Surrogate [557]. survey
[1831, 1918, 776, 1872, 2526]. survival
[2859]. swans [154]. swap [1332]. swapping
[2102]. Swarm [405]. sweep [1741].
TPC-C
triggers [2443]. Trident [2495]. Trie [2905, 448, 448].

UAD [2824]. UASMs [464]. UbeOne [940]. ubiquity [1866]. FDA [1268].
UDA-GIST [1268]. UDAO [2108]. UDF [1346, 2471]. UDF-centric [1346, 2471].
UDFs [2077].UDO [2685]. UFO [316].
Understanding [1290, 2418, 3111, 979, 1697, 1681, 773, 996, 2238, 2274, 2393, 2398, 456, 2480, 2639, 2650]. undetected [1720]. unfairness [2597].
User-defined
VERIFAS [1856]. Verifiable
[3118, 3085, 2015, 2833]. verification
[2111, 649, 2341, 1743, 237, 32, 2033]. verifier [1856]. Verifying [574].
VersaMatch [3081]. versatile
[2932, 2908, 129, 1574]. version
[1447, 72, 2877, 1121, 1693, 375]. versioned
[2177]. Versioning [3102, 1336, 1723].
Vertex [2023, 1390, 1273, 1091, 2459, 1018, 1342, 2486]. vertex-centric [1390].
Vertexica [1172]. Vertica [726]. Vertical
[3079, 2855, 2999, 2311]. vertically [512].
verticals [1743]. Very [3060, 1831, 740, 1558, 576, 851, 13, 2250]. VHP
[2265]. via
[2827, 2006, 8, 409, 1912, 2060, 2543, 232, 1649, 499, 1679, 2410, 2860, 613, 2855, 2448, 2405, 248, 3111, 2684, 3109, 1634, 2468, 2728, 804, 2089, 2541, 3104, 2265, 1527, 2301, 1908, 2716, 1721, 1592, 2894, 3119, 1742, 2688, 2553, 2746, 1688, 2443, 2299, 2095, 2861, 1798, 1213, 753, 1233, 2210, 428, 2035, 1495, 842, 2566, 2521, 3026, 3066, 936, 554]. Video
[3018, 2609, 1924, 159, 1761, 2200, 158, 2337, 2629, 2196]. View [3103, 580, 2676, 775, 2829, 1736, 1338, 142, 1617, 2214, 2212].
viewing [326]. views
[653, 673, 366, 668, 279, 438, 1338, 422, 1558, 119, 1604, 320, 2893, 2349]. VIIQ [1405].
VINCENT [2939]. VINErY [1407].
violations [357, 2759]. VIP [2845, 1655].
VIP-Tree [1655]. Viper [2493]. Viral
[1291, 1164]. Virtual
[1403, 3048, 366, 2204, 1924, 767, 2265, 367].
virtualization [892]. virtues [1017].
VisDPt [1583]. VISE [2085]. visibility
[1679, 2047]. vision [342, 1082]. VisQI
[498]. Vista [2047]. Visual
[3095, 1534, 1807, 746, 1583, 1405, 1181, 2376, 1407, 2080, 1790, 2639, 2433, 1666, 497, 1450, 2953, 736, 2943, 1587, 2527, 756].
visual-representative [497]. visualization
[2490, 2581, 2755, 2732, 2932, 2107, 332, 1071, 1811, 1683, 1401, 2748, 761, 1450, 1082, 1372].
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